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– do you feel what I think that you see?
day thirteen



well up on the scale as time goes on, expanding and offering more for the initial period, and the willingness to build something very strong 
and useful after that phase comes to a natural end – you may count to seven, and then, open your eyes. you will feel an inexplicable presence, 
and this will be something that you can use whenever you need it, for the rest of your life – the supposition here indicates a lack of faith in 
the opposite, and again reinforces the standard model of pairs of diametrically separated items, which can be up-ended, boundaries dissolved, 
simply be re-naming them – what would happen, to all intents, purposes and outcomes that can be ascertained in the approximation of conse-
quences, would be that the quality which was desired will most likely be demanded, enforced, automatically engaged and imitated. a shadow 
falling on the eventual, projected dialogue, not yet in progress, or in sight. the image grows darker, and at the same time, more intense, and 
moves faster.

what is it that you are 
not telling yourself?



and who but those who must believe in a way to conquer something given, even though they have been shown inside that the external cannot 
help them, would use such devices, put themselves though such pain, submit to humiliation that does not open a sacred door, as another kind 
can? those would be the souls that have not seen their own footprints, and do not know what colour their own eyes are, or their measure-
ments. but the price of fish, most assuredly – the garment that seemed to be the cloak of a super-hero is actually a shroud – so many events 
preceded this stage of affairs, but perhaps the best thing about them is that they are so impossible to imagine with any degree of accuracy. 
time to laugh now. and none of the people on the track are dead. every friend you have started as a stranger. picking that lock was more 
than I bargained for, but the truth of the matter was that it only took the tiny tap in the right place, without even looking, and it fell 
open. the metal was shiny inside, having been unexposed to the elements since being cast. at least I thought so at the time. I’d like another 
look at it, to find out if saw correctly. I’ll do that right now. don’t go away... I’ll be back in a moment.

what is it that you are not 
being told by yourself?



what is it that you don’t 
know that you know?

one day, you will look back this and laugh. but why wait? I wasn’t speaking to you personally, or each of you, but him. he thinks it’s not 
directed at him, but it is. how this will be sorted out within the confines of a theatre or meeting place, remains one of the secrets that is 
not being witheld for financial gain (although there is nothing against this), but rather as a small safeguard that will allow some parts 
of the attention to be trapped and put in jars, where they will be able to be passed around and admired at school, and fed with perhaps in-
appropriate crumbs of soil – I may have been a chemist, but that would be in the only way that is possible today - that is to say, unconscious-
ly. and this may have been an untruth, and it may have been almost entirely purloined. if the culture is separated, it will know the parts 
that were once whole, and what subsequently happens to them, no matter how far apart they become – this is not about repair of something 
that is broken, but a small change that will influence more and more things to come. all that is wished for is created; the responsibility is 
to discern which are useful for the system at hand, and those that would be better suited for the making of compost.



an emotion does not cause pain. resistance 
or suppression of emotion causes pain.
                       - Frederick Dodson

to develop emotional and erotic intelligence 
we need to practice enlarging our inner 
passion at every moment. it doesn’t matter 
what’s going on in our world, or even how 
we feel about ourselves in the moment. in 
fact, the best time to accomplishing some-
thing may be when we least feel like trying, 
because the hopeless part of ourselves most 
needs the light.
        - Alexandra Katehakis

if you’re going to be fully mature, you 
will no longer be imprisoned in the 
childhood feeling that you always need 
to protect yourself or shield yourself 
because things are too harsh.                                   
                     - Pema Chödrön
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